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Abstract—The problem of spam has been seriously troubling the Internet community during the last few years and currently reached an alarming scale. Observations made at CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research located in Geneva, Switzerland) show that spam mails can constitute up to 75% of daily SMTP traffic. A naïve Bayesian classifier based on a Bag Of Words representation of an email is widely used to stop this unwanted flood as it combines good performance with simplicity of the training and classification processes. However, facing the constantly changing patterns of spam, it is necessary to assure online adaptability of the classifier.

This work proposes combining such a classifier with another NBC (naïve Bayesian classifier) based on pairs of adjacent words. Only the latter will be retrained with examples of spam reported by users. Tests are performed on considerable sets of mails both from public spam archives and CERN mailboxes. They suggest that this architecture can increase spam recall without affecting the classifier precision as it happens when only the NBC based on single words is retrained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of Spam (Unsolicited commercial email) has become very serious for the Internet community in the last few years.

In December 2004 only less than 15% of mails arriving at SMTP gateways of CERN were legitimate (Source: statistics of CERN Mail Service [(12)]. Similar information is heard from all parts of the world and one can hardly find an email user who is not familiar with this situation from his or her personal experience. This phenomenon is regarded as a threat to email user productivity, raises seriously the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) of mail servers and finally even becomes a security issue to many organizations. From an email user perspective, it highly reduces the usability of email in everyday life.

In such circumstances it is understandable that the world of science has seen many works related to spam in recent years. From the theoretical point of view, spam fighting is a text categorization task and a part of the Natural Language Processing (NLP) field.

This paper proposes using two independent naïve Bayesian classifiers to detect spam. The first one represents an email as a vector of single words (unigrams) and its training set is constant whereas the other represents an email as a vector of pairs of adjacent words (bigrams) and its training set is supplemented by spam messages reported by users. Such a configuration results in adaptability of anti-spam engine and the improvement of classification performance.

In this section, some specific features of spam detection as a text categorization will be mentioned and the construction of so called Graham's version of naïve Bayesian classifier will be shortly discussed. The reader can also find here some comments on related work. Next, the interesting features of used algorithm will be described and test results will be presented. Finally, a short discussion will conclude the paper.

A. Spam Fighting as a Text Classification Task

At the first glance, spam detection might appear a relatively easy task for two reasons. First of all, there are only two categories while a standard text classification problem can have tens or more of them. Secondly, a definition of Spam as an unsolicited commercial mail may itself appear very hermetic and strictly related to commerce and consumption goods or some very well defined sectors of activity as pharmacy or pornographic industry. Both of them might imply that we could quickly come out with classifiers which performance is sufficient enough to eliminate the problem.

Unfortunately, even if this might have been true a few years ago, now it is not the case anymore. Spammers are aware of general methods used in anti-spam systems and take steps to overcome imposed barriers. Some messages contain a set of random words that can influence a classifier's decision. In others the key words are divided by spaces, which still make it readable by humans, but impossible for classifiers to make a right decision. In my opinion, we could be even observing a classical ‘armaments race’ where an improvement on one side is immediately balanced by a reply from the other which will be again overcome by first side and so on. For extended discussion of this matter also in context of spam detection see [10].

Furthermore, most spam messages are nowadays constructed in a way that makes them as similar to legitimate emails as possible. They can resemble a message with Christmas wishes from a friend or contain only one not suspicious sentence (e.g. Do you want a Watch?).

These examples are proofs that the definition of spam category is fuzzy. Of course this can be equally said about any other category which will have a certain amount of examples sufficiently close to the border of category, making it particularly difficult to give a confident classification. In case
of spam, however, the fact that creators of those messages are purposely trying to make them indistinguishable from legimates is becoming a serious problem.

All these factors make the spam detection task more difficult than a classical task of text classification. In the latter case, nobody is purposely trying to make both possible categories as similar as possible; neither takes steps to make the classification more difficult. On the other hand, one could find other features of spam that could ease spam detection: spam is usually sent in large series to mass recipient.

That means that when receiving a particular unsolicited email there is a very high probability of receiving other similar or identical emails at the scope of organization. Presumably, this mechanism is related to methods of updating recipient lists used by spammers.

Finally, an observation could be made that spam is changing on a daily basis. Certain mailing campaigns are still ongoing but others will quickly replace them. To deeper analyze the last observation I proposed the following experiment. From spams reported by users at CERN during a period of October 2004 I extracted all URLs. This set was then made available to SpamKiller (more information on SpamKiller and CERN anti-spam architecture can be found in [13]) system that counted a number of emails incoming to CERN containing only URLs already noted before.

During the time of the experiment, no new URLs were added to the set. Daily statistics for the end of October are presented at Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Number of emails containing URLs extracted from a set of spams](image)

We can see that after 10 days of experiment only up to 20% of the mails were not changed. Of course, a change of the URL is possibly the easiest possible to execute but this gives a clear idea how dynamic is a phenomenon of spam.

In view of these arguments it is important to ensure certain features of every spam detector. It should be:

- **Adaptive** Spam patterns are currently evolving in a very dynamic way. Anti-spam software that was pretty successful not a long time ago could today have a performance below the level of acceptability or simply be useless.

- **Online** An ideal classifier will instantly adapt itself to eliminate incorrectly classified samples.

- **Using users’ feedback** Only close cooperation with mail users can provide sufficient information to allow online retraining of spam classifiers.

- **Automatic** As large as possible independence from a need of human's intervention can help to reduce maintenance costs.

Many anti-spam engines use naïve Bayesian classifier based on a single word representation of an email because of its good performance and simplicity. Online update of its spam training set can, however, deteriorate the precision of classification. I propose therefore to combine such a classifier with another naïve Bayesian classifier representing an email using pairs of adjacent words.

The latter classifier's training set of spam will be updated with new spam reported by email users. This solution, what is shown by the experiments, answers all of the mentioned needs.

**B. Graham's Version of Naïve Bayesian Classifier**

Many works and practical implementations (e.g. SpamGuru, see [4]) base on the idea of naïve Bayesian classifier and Bag of Words (BOW) representation of emails to detect spam. A particular version of such classifier, different from ‘classical’ (described for example in [9]), was presented by Paul Graham in [1].

In general, a classification done by naïve Bayesian classifier can be described as choosing this particular category \( c \) from the set of categories \( \hat{C} \) which is the most probable given a feature vector \( \vec{w} \), constructed of all the words found in analyzed message \( m \):

\[
\hat{c} = \arg \max_{c \in \hat{C}} P(c \mid \vec{w})
\]

(1)

\( P(c \mid \vec{w}) \) is computed using Bayes’ formula:

\[
P(c \mid \vec{w}) = \frac{P(c) \cdot P(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} w_i \mid c)}{\sum_{k \in \hat{C}} P(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} w_i \mid c_k) \cdot P(c_k)}
\]

(2)

Naivety of the model comes from the assumption of *word independence within categories.* Therefore:

\[
P(\bigcap_{i=1}^{n} w_i \mid c) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(w_i \mid c)
\]

(3)

In spam detection task, a set of categories is reduced only to two elements (\( \hat{C} = \{s, l\} \)) as we can consider an email as either being a spam or legitimate one.

In Paul Graham's classifier only the probability of belonging to spam category given the feature vector \( \vec{w} \) is
The methodology of training process is unclear. There, for some parameters of classifiers, the one based on terms and bigrams in spam recognition can be found in [8].

Correctly classified positive documents (spams). However, text classification task. They note a rise of a number of single words (unigrams) as features in the NBC in the general classification. In [7] the authors use bigrams together with knowledge related to bigrams in the naïve Bayesian classifier [1] were investigated: one representing an email in the form of Bag of Words (using single words - unigrams) and the other representing an email as a set of pairs of adjacent words (bigrams). Between the classifiers there are also two other important differences:

The NBC based on single words generates the probability only on 15 features for which the following value is highest: 
\[ P(s \mid w_i) - 0.5 \] as it was described in the original Graham's algorithm. In the case of the latter NBC the same function is used to choose features (pairs of adjacent words) for the classification process. However, their number is not constant and is proportional to the message body length. It can be described as:

\[ n(l(m)) = \min(l(m), \max(15, \frac{l(m)}{5}) \] 

where \( l(m) \) is the number of words in the email body.

In the case of the NBC based on bigrams the assumption has been made that each feature located in a particular email and not recorded in the classifier dictionary (not found in the training set) has a priori low probability. Arbitrarily a value of 0.03 was chosen.

The assumption of 'default' low probability for previously unseen features in case of NBC based on bigrams is constructed as an answer to the way the classifier will be used. The training set of spams will potentially have a larger cardinality than this of solicited mails and the process of retraining will only imply enlargement of the first set. Therefore, treating bigrams unseen in the training set as belonging to 'solicited' category will result in categorizing as spam only emails very similar to examples existing in the spam training set. Very large dictionary of pair of words is encouraging us to make this assumption.

To limit dictionary size, a simple feature selection algorithm was implemented in both versions of algorithms. It deleted all words or pairs of words which occurred less than 5 times in the training sets and is based on Zipf's Law [6].

Therefore, treating bigrams unseen in the training set as belonging to 'solicited' category will result in categorizing as spam only emails very similar to examples existing in the spam training set. Very large dictionary of pair of words is encouraging us to make this assumption.

A. Mail Parsing Scheme

Much care and attention was directed to assure the proper parsing of an email message. First of all, a multipart message was unified into a single mail body consisting only of textual (plain text and HTML) pieces. No part of message header is used in the classification process. Also I ensure that transfer encoding like 'Quoted-printable' and 'Base64' (see [11]) are decoded as they are very often used to obfuscate emails.

In the next step HTML parsing is used to locate those parts of the text, which are invisible or very difficult to see by human reading the email. A popular spammers’ technique is based on including some letters, words or even fragments of text inside the physical message with either font color equal to font background or minimal font size. This results in results in hiding parts of a text from the eye of a user but potentially not
from a classifying engine.

Finally, all the HTML tags or pseudo-HTML tags (again used by spammers to obfuscate an email) together with HTML comments and other special characters (like ASCII Line Feed and Carriage Return) are removed from mail body leaving only a sequence of length \( n \) of plain words. It is used to create a feature vector.

III. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

In this section the conditions of experiments and their results will be presented.

A. Training Sets

Both of classifiers were taught with a basic set of 28564 solicited mails and 29074 spams. Solicited mails were randomly chosen from user mailboxes and carefully verified not to contain any spams. Spam set was collected during the whole year 2004. Those sets will be referenced to as basic training sets further on.

Training set of spams was enlarged by 19631 spam mails reported by CERN mail users during December 2004 and beginning of January 2005. This group of spams will be later referenced to as additional spam set. Both classifiers were trained with basic training set enhanced by an additional one.

B. Tests

Tests involve verifying results provided by both classifiers on a given set of spam or solicited mails. I verify how spam detectability could be improved by classifying an email as spam if any of the classifiers reports it as such. The most popular performance measures used in the literature on spam detectability could be improved by classifying an email as spam if any of the classifiers reports it as such. The most popular performance measures used in the literature on spam detection are spam precision (\( p \)) and spam recall (\( r \)):

\[
p = \frac{n_{l \rightarrow s}}{n_{l \rightarrow s} + n_{l \rightarrow s}}
\]

\[
r = \frac{n_{s \rightarrow l}}{n_{s \rightarrow l} + n_{s \rightarrow l}}
\]

where \( n_{l \rightarrow s} \) means number of spams classified correctly. \( n_{s \rightarrow s} \) and \( n_{s \rightarrow l} \) mean respectively a number of legitimate emails and spams classified incorrectly.

To facilitate presentation of results, an abbreviation NBC \( 1 \) will mean a naïve Bayesian classifier based on single words and NBC \( 2 \) a naïve Bayesian classifier based on adjacent pairs of words.

1) Spams Reported by Users

This test is performed on group of 39297 spam emails reported by users between December 2004 and beginning of January 2005. The set used for this test and the additional spam set were formed independently. Results of the test can be seen in Table I.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification condition</th>
<th>( n_{l \rightarrow s} )</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 )</td>
<td>31147</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>24026</td>
<td>61.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 ) ∨ NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>33902</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 ) ∧ NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>21271</td>
<td>54.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see that combining both classifiers can improve the recall by about 7%. Additional mails detected with help of NBC \( 2 \) represent nearly 34% of all of the false negatives not detected by NBC \( 1 \).

2) Solicited Mails Extracted from Users

Spam precision is much more important than spam recall from the point of view of an email user who should be confident about receiving solicited mails. Solutions leading to spam recall increase should therefore be initiated with caution bearing in mind a possible decline of classification precision. This can be more costly from a user point of view than a rise of recall and therefore question the whole modification.

To analyze this problem I extracted 87730 random mails from CERN mailboxes. This group of mails was then classified with both NBCs trained with all available training sets (basic and additional). All incorrectly classified examples were verified to exclude the possibility of receiving real spam in the mails taken from user accounts.

To verify the impact on each classifier’s precision, the same set of mails was then checked by NBC \( 1 \) taught only with basic training set.

The results are presented in Table II.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>( n_{l \rightarrow s} )</th>
<th>( n_{l \rightarrow s} ) after verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 )</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 2 ) ( ^* )</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Retrained using only basic training set

The results clearly indicate superiority of NBC \( 2 \) over NBC \( 1 \) in terms of precision. Furthermore, they show that expanding the spam training set in the case of NBC \( 1 \) can lead to serious deterioration of classifier precision. In our case we receive twice more of false-positives.

3) Spam from spamarchive.org

This test was performed on 5448 spams from the beginning of January 2005 stored in SpamArchive (http://www.spamarchive.org). Both NBCs were trained with basic and additional training sets. The results are presented in Table III.

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification condition</th>
<th>( n_{l \rightarrow s} )</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 )</td>
<td>3140</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 ) ∨ NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>3372</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC ( 1 ) ∧ NBC ( 2 )</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results clearly indicate that using NBC2 alone will result in very poor recall of spam. However, combining output from both classifiers can result in detecting over 4% more of spam. Moreover, a considerable group of spam is detected by both classifiers. This fact can be used to treat those spams with a special confidence. For example they could be rejected at the SMTP level without a real risk of not delivering a real message.

A generally lower performance of NBCs than in the case of spams collected at CERN can be explained by a choice of training sets. They consist only of spams from CERN, which are different from messages received by other organizations. This fact underlines the necessity of adjusting training sets to particular organization's needs.

4) Real-World Environment

The current version of SpamKiller implemented at CERN to filter all incoming mails is using a dual-NBC structure described in this article. Previously it was based only on NBC1 trained with basic training set, identical to this used in above tests. From the beginning of 2005, all the spams reported by CERN mail users automatically enlarge a set of spams used to train NBC2.

So in fact every incoming mail is checked by two NBCs and a decision of any of them is in fact sufficient to treat an email as a spam. Figure 2 shows daily statistics of SpamKiller for February 2005.

![Fig.2 Performance of naïve Bayesian classifiers working at CERN](image)

It is worth noting that SpamKiller analyzes only part of the spam arriving at CERN SMTP gateways. The majority of it is rejected with early level mail classification based for example on blacklists of internet addresses. Only the less clear cases of spam are let in and subject to content analysis.

We can see that during the whole month the performance of NBC1 is degrading. This is related to evolving nature of spam. We should not forget that this classifier is not being retrained and its knowledge is based on constant training set. Meanwhile the spam characteristic is changing, proving once again the need to dynamically train the classifier.

The latter classifier, based on bigrams, is constantly retrained with user-reported spams. The amount of detected spam is considerably lower than in the case of NBC1. This is understandable as its conditions of classification are much stricter than in case of NBC1. However, the amount of detected spam by NBC2 is not decreasing; in fact is even slowly going up during the month. It indicates that the classifier is adapting to changing spam patterns and its knowledge is not aging.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that during more than two months of operations of NBC2 there was not a single signal from the user side about possible false-positives whereas there were several cases of false-positives related to the work of NBC1. And still the spam training set was at the beginning of March 2005 about two times larger than the training set containing legitimate emails. The training process can be therefore described as not needing operator assistance.

IV. Conclusion

The results show that retraining naïve Bayesian classifier based on single words can, apart from rising spam recall, deteriorate seriously a classification precision. In practice, this side effect should neglect such an option as a response to changing patterns of spam. However, supporting this classifier with another one, based on pairs of adjacent words can result in both recall increase and steady precision.

Of course, the additional classifier decisions are legitimate-biased. One of the reasons for this is a treatment of previously unseen bigrams, which are a priori considered as strongly legitimate-bound. This in turn allows us to safely break the balance between the strength of legitimate and spam training sets.

These features can allow creating an anti-spam system that will automatically incorporate knowledge about new spams reported by users. Running of such a system can be assured with minimal number of human interventions as a successful implementation at CERN Mail Services showed.

Nevertheless, still much could be done to improve the spam recall of the additional classifier. Areas of improvement should include parameterization (e.g. the length of feature vector) and fight with mail obfuscation which influences the decisions made by automatic classifiers in a negative way. In my opinion, whatever steps will be procured, the precision of the classifier should always be kept on as high level as possible.

To sum up, some questions concerning online retraining of both of the classifiers will be discussed in the following sections.

1) Retraining NBC based on Single Words

Naïve Bayesian classifier can be easily retrained after initial training phase by adding new examples to either the group of legitimate mails or spams. However, there is little need to enlarge a set of legitimate mails as their category is in general static and is not subject to serious modifications with time. This is not the case of spam as this training set can be expanded with spam examples that are incorrectly classified by the classifier. It should be noted that retraining a NBC based on single words has serious drawbacks:
A considerable amount of examples is needed to alter the probability of features (words) that were present in both training sets. This is contrary to the need of classifier adaptability as particular words present in newly observed spam will still be considered as legitimate or neutral during classification task.

Increasing a spam training set too much may result in many neutral in reality features receiving a high spam probability just because of the fact that they were not present in the legitimate training set.

Behind every word there is its semantics. It becomes evident that the most intelligent spam is constructed with as innocent as possible vocabulary which makes the informative content of a spam blurred and undefined.

Two first points are related to relatively small feature space. Of course, the second point one be addressed by equally adding examples to legitimate training set. Unfortunately, this can be difficult for reasons of privacy. Furthermore, simply extracting emails from user mailboxes may include a number of spams into the legitimate training set which in turn could heavily lower the classifier performance.

2) Retraining NBC based on Bigrams

My experiments show that combining user feedback with naive Bayesian classifier representing an email as set of bigrams (pairs of adjacent words) can largely eliminate problems mentioned in previous section. Such solution can be used as a complement of the NBC based on unigrams. Usefulness of pairs of words to represent an email is related to an extra dimension of feature space, which in turn largely increases the vocabulary size. Particular features (understood as pairs of adjacent words) have much lower probability of repeating itself when increasing the training sets. This fact makes it possible to easily extract ‘fingerprints’ of a new type of spam reported by users: usually it will contain a set of bigrams unseen in legitimate training set. Retraining the classifier with a certain number of examples of undetected spam will expand the dictionary with some word pairs with very high probability of representing a spam.

Moreover, because of adding a feature dimension, it is possible to drastically change the proportions of training sets. Amount of spam used to train the classifier can be now much higher than amount of solicited mails as particular ‘spam’ features will still be rarely met in solicited category.

Finally, such a classifier, from the theoretical point of view, will base its decisions more on a word structures used in an email than on a semantic meaning of particular words, which can be misleading. Spammers, as discussed before, tend to avoid using ‘suspicious’ words and special message structures with goal of making their spam as similar to an ordinary email as possible and to fool this way the anti-spam engines. Bigram representation could be regarded to a certain extent as an answer to spams constructed to be ‘solicited-like’ because it is more sensitive on particular phrases that can determine a spam in such cases.